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The Furry (FRY) gene is an evolutionary conserved gene that is
present in yeast, Slime moulds, Drosophila, and humans. In
Drosophila the FRY gene has shown to have a role in maintaining
polarized cell extensions during the development and patterning of
sensory neurons. The function of FRY in slime moulds which have no
neurons and humans remains unknown. The aim of this study is the
investigation of the role of FRY in Dictyostelium discoideum, where its
location in the cortex might suggest a potential role in chemotactic
cell migration. of the FRY gene in human cells.
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Abstract
Background: The Furry (FRY) gene is an evolutionary
conserved gene that is present in yeast, Slime moulds,
Drosophila, and humans. In Drosophila the FRY gene has
shown to have a role in maintaining polarized cell
extensions during the development and patterning of
sensory neurons. The function of FRY in slime moulds
which have no neurons and humans remains unknown.
The aim of this study is the investigation of the role of FRY
in Dictyostelium discoideum, where its location in the
cortex might suggest a potential role in chemotactic cell
migration. Due to the similarity of cell migration
mechanisms between Dictyostelium and human
neutrophils, this research could give insight into the role
of the FRY gene in human cells.
Experimental design: The FRY gene was knocked out in
wild type Dictyostelium cells and rescued by reintroducing
the FRY gene into the knockout strain. These strains were
examined and their movement behavior compared
against wild type cells. A microfluidic device was used to
provide a controlled environment for rapid single cell
chemotactic movement analysis using a confocal
microscope for observation. The images retrieved
specified the phenotype of the cell and were used to
calculate cell velocity.
Results: FRY was shown to have only a minor effect on
the average cell velocity but a tail-like phenotype
extending from the back of the cell was produced in the
FRY knockout strain.

Conclusion: These findings could localize the FRY gene at
the back of the cell and suggest that FRY is involved in
regulating the integrity of the rear cytoskeleton. The cell
migration mechanics of amoeba are similar to human
neutrophils and further research could elicit the role of
FRY in human cells.
Introduction
The furry gene (FRY) is an evolutionary conserved gene
present in humans, Drosophila and Dictyostelium
discoideum. However its role in humans and
Dictyostelium is largely unknown. Emoto et al (2004)1 has
shown that FRY is involved in dendritic branching of
sensory neurons whilst Fang et al (2005)2 theorize that
FRY is involved in maintaining polarized cell extensions
through acting on the cytoskeleton. Polarized cell
extensions are an important part of cell migration of
Dictyostelium and thus FRY could have a role in
regulating cell extensions in these cells3, 4. Dictyostelium
is a social amoeba that lives as a single cell in soil. It has
the ability to transform from a single cell to a
multicellular organism though chemotaxis5. Dictyostelium
cells are ideal candidates to investigate the role of genes,
such as the FRY gene, and the study of cell migration.
Dictyostelium has a haploid genome and show efficient
homologous recombination, which makes genetic
manipulation and analysis of phenotypes easier6.
Furthermore they display a very similar mechanism of cell
migration as human neutrophils. This is clinically relevant
as the more we learn from Dictyostelium we can apply to
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f cell migration differs between 2D and a 3D environment (30,

sted thathuman
whilst
on a 2-dimensional surface cells rely on an
neutrophils and hopefully therefore further our This chip allows rapid single cell analysis of Dictyostelium
understanding of human biology. The aim of this cells moving through a confined space.

hanism for
movement,
inthea role
3-dimensional
environment when
experiment
is to investigate
of the FRY gene in

the cell migration of Dictyostelium, and to investigate if The cells were placed within the chip and after 60
the FRY gene had a role in the velocity of cell migration.
minutes of exposure to cAMP the chip was imaged using
a confocal microscope for 300 frames at 3-second time
Experimental Procedure
intervals. The images were analysed using Fiji software.
Dictyostelium cells were harvested from an anexic cell The velocity of single cells was calculated using the time
culture. They were then starved for nutrients and placed and distance points from the Fiji software software.
in a controlled environment and exposed to periodic
nanomolar pulses of the chemo-attractant cyclic Statistical method
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). Three different Cells were discounted from the statistical analysis if their
clones of FRY knockouts (KO) were produced and their velocity was not constant. A constant velocity was
motility analysed separately. Clones rescued by defined by using the coefficient of determination and a
reintroduction of the FRY gene were also analysed.
cut-off value of R2 value of 0.95 or above was chosen.
This was determined by creating graphs for each
A polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic chip sealed to individual cell from their data points in time and distance
a glass slide provides a controlled environment. The chip in Excel 14.2.2. The velocity is extracted from the graph
is composed of 2 main reservoirs on either side of the equation y = mx + c, where m is the velocity and c is the y
chip connected by narrow 2x5 μm channels 1.5mm in intercept. The data was tested for normality by using a
length. This allows Dictyostelium cells to be deposited on Shapiro-wilk test and Q-Q plots. This was done as the
one side of the chip and cAMP on the other. This creates distribution of the data determines whether a parametric
or non-parametric test should be used. Due to the
distribution of the data a non-parametric one-way
analyses of variance test called the Mann-Whitney-U Test
was used to detect difference between the means of the
data groups. This is the level of statistical difference
between the data groups and was used to determine if
there was a statistical significant difference between the
cell groups velocities. If so this would suggest that the
different in velocities was less likely to have occurred by
chance. A p-value of less than 0.05 highlights a statistical
significant difference. The data was statistically analyzed
using SPSS statistics version 20.

confined space cells may use the transmission of traction

te (31). Using a microfluidic chip allows a controlled

investigate cell migration through confined spaces. Using this

ssible to perform a quick and efficient analysis of a single cell

below shows Dictyostelium cells moving through the confined

3: Dictyostelium moving through microfluidic chamber.

Results
In total 168 cells were imaged and analysed and 17
discounted as the cell velocity was not constant.
Cell speed
The mean velocity for each cell group along with the 95%
confidence interval (CI) and the range is shown in table 1.
The control group velocity ranged from 5.34μm/min to
Figure 1: Myosin labelled GFP cells moving through the
16.74μm/min with a mean velocity of 8.99μm/min. The
channels within the PDMS chip. The blue arrow indicates
FRY2B rescue group had the lowest average velocity at
direction of movement. The red arrow indicates the width
3.37μm/min with the groups’ velocities ranging from
of the channel 5µm. The height of the channel was 2µm.
1.49μm/min to 8.16μm/min. The FRY1B rescue group
a concentration gradient of cAMP which the cells can had the highest average velocity at 10.39μm/min with
follow and chemotaxis through the connecting channels. the data ranging from 3.84μm/min to 22.75μm/min.

!

!
d GFP Dictyostelium cells are shown moving through a confined
ue arrow indicates the direction of movement, from left to right.
height was 2µm and the width, illustrated by the red arrow, is
5µm.

project is to investigate the role of the furry
homologue (FRY)
3
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Cell group
Wild type

Number of
cells analyzed
19

Mean velocity (µm/min)
8.99

95%CI
7.39-10.59

Standard
deviation
3.32

21

Number of
cells discounted
1
5

6.95

5.99-7.92

2.11

Min-Max
(µm/min)
5.34
16.74
3.28-9.77

FRY 1B
KO
FRY 1B
Rescue
FRY 2B
KO
FRY 2B
RESCUE
FRY5
KO
FRY5
RESCUE

27

0

10.39

8.66-12.13

4.38

3.84-22.75

23

4

4.66

3.62-5.70

2.40

1.51-11.61

20

4

3.37

2.53-3.99

1.56

1.49-8.16

22

2

8.34

6.40-10.28

4.38

2.80-15.10

19

1

6.98

5.35-8.60

3.37

1.49-8.16

The wild type group had a standard deviation of 3.32. Both FRY1B rescue and FRY5 knockout had the highest

Figure
10: Average
of each
cell
group
with atstandard
deviation.
standard deviation
of 4.38. Thevelocity
lowest standard
deviation
was for
FRY2B rescue
1.56.
!
Average velocity of cells in 2x5µM channel with significant
figures
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Figure 2: Summary of cell velocity
!
The wild type group had a standard deviation of 3.32. Both FRY1B rescue

The most significant difference in cell speed was found displaying this phenotype. This phenotype is illustrated
betweenknockout
the wild type group
FRY2B KO group,
in Figure
3. The groupof
with
the highest
and FRY5
had and
thethehighest
standard
deviation
4.38.
Thepercentage
lowest of
and between the wild type group and the FRY2B rescue cells was the FRY2B knockout cells with 86.96% of cells
group. deviation
A significant difference
wasFRY2B
found between
the showing
this phenotype. After reintroducing FRY into
standard
was for
rescue
at 1.56.
FRY1B KO group and the FRY1B rescue group.
the FRY2B knockout cells the percentage of cells showing the phenotype was 40%. The FRY1B knockout and
Cell phenotype
FRY5 knockout had a similar percentage of cells showing
A tail-like phenotype was observed at the back of cell in the phenotype at 76.19% in the FRY1B knockout group
each gene knockout group and in a proportion of cell in and 77.27% in the FRY5 knockout group.
the rescue cell groups. The wild type group had no cells

0 #"#(0 $%"1$23"$4*(

The Q-Q plots proved that not all of the data
groups were normally distributed.
4
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Figure 12: Images of cell phenotype

A(i)

A(ii)

B(i)

!

B(ii)

C(i)
C(ii)
Figure 3: Ai) FRY1B KO cell. Aii) FRY1B Rescue cell. Bi) FRY2B KO cell. Bii) FRY2B Rescue cell. Ci) FRY5 KO cell. Cii) FRY5 rescue cell.

(A)(i) FRY1B KO cell labeled with life act therefore actin protein appears red.

Discussion
FRY and
could appears
localize at the
back of (B)(i)
the cell
(ii) FRY1B rescue cell labeled withpossible
FRYthat
GFP
green.
Cell speed
and maintain the structural integrity of the rear of the
FRY2B
KO cell
labeled with
life act.
(ii) FRY2BRescue
rescue cell labeled
with FRY
Figure
KO to(red)
and
(B)in FRY2B
FRY5 cells
used in11:
this (A)
studyFRY1B
were believed
be true
cell,FRY1B
hence the removal of (green)
FRY resulting
the tail-likeKO
GFP.
(C)(i)
FRY5
KO
cell
labeled
with
life
act.
(ii)
FRY5
rescue
cell
appearing
(red)
FRY2B
(Green)
(C) FRY5 KO (red) and FRY5 Rescue
knockout
cells and
and this
knockout Rescue
did not havecell
a statically
phenotype.
significant affect on the cell velocity. This
could
be
due
grey in the cell
brightfield
(grey) image.
to the small sample size and therefore further Conclusion
!
experiments with an increased number of cells could Using a clear microfluidic chip we have been able to
enhance
It has
suggestedofincells
previous
tract the
movement
of Dictyostelium
Tablethis4finding.
shows
thebeen
number
in image
eachand
group
that
displayed
the tailcells in
research by Lammermann et al7 that Dictyostelium are a confined space. It has been previously shown that the
able
to change their
of group
cell migration
mechanisms
of migration this
and the
speed of theThe
cell
phenotype.
Themechanics
wild type
had no
cells displaying
phenotype.
between a 2 dimensional surface and a 3 dimensional movement can change between a 2-dimensional and a 3
surface.
As FRY
plays
a role
in maintaining
polarized cell
Theknockout
advantage ofcells
using with
a
group
with
the
highest
percentage
of -dimensional
cells was environment.
the FRY2B
extensions in Drosophila it is possible that FRY could be microfluidic chip is that we can create different channel
involved
in maintaining
polarized cellthis
extensions
in sizes After
to suit reintroducing
our requirements and
thus
control
86.96%
of cells showing
phenotype.
FRY
into
the the
Dictyostelium. These extensions may be adhesion amount of space the cell has to move in. This is relevant
dependent
migration
specificcells
and the
defect
would not forofmany
different
types the
of cells
for example tumour
FRY2B
knockout
the
percentage
cells
showing
phenotype
was
appear in the particular assay used in this experiment. cells moving within the human body in metastasis or
Investigating Dictyostelium using different types of Dictyostelium moving in its natural environment in soil.
assays, for example a flat agar plate, may show the true FRY has not been show to alter the velocity of the cell
role of the FRY gene.
once it has been knocked out but it has shown an
!
interesting tail-like phenotype. FRY could be responsible %+!
Cell phenotype
for maintaining the integrity of the cytoskeleton at the
In each knockout group a tail-like phenotype was rear of the cell and on removing the FRY gene this
observed extending from the back of the cell. This was structural integrity at the back of the cell is lost.
not present in the wild type cells. This was also present Removing the FRY gene has not directly affected the
in the rescued cells however this could be explained by speed of cell migration in the 5x2 μm channels, but this
the FRY gene being over transcribed when reintroduced could be due to the loss of FRY being compensated by
into the cell, and therefore the tail phenotype remains other proteins involved in cell migration when the cell is
present in a proportion of the cells within this group. migrating under these experimental conditions.
Cell morphology defects have been found in previous Changing the assay used to analyse Dictyostelium
studies of FRY knockouts in Drosophila. It is possible that migration, for instance by restricting the diameter of the
FRY has a role in the morphology and the organization channels further could give different results. Further
of the cytoskeleton in Dictyostelium as knocking the research into this could discover the true role of the fry
gene out causes changes in the structure of the cell. It is gene in Dictyostelium.
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